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1. Ilustrate the procedure of seasoning timber choice
Q-2 10Marks CO1 5 3

2.
The safe working stress in compression of a standard timber (dhaman) for inside location, parallel to the grain is 12N/mm2
and that perpendicular to the grain is 6N/mm2 determine the safe working stress for this timber, if the timber is of selected
grade and if the timber is of common grade (i.e; grade 2).

10Marks CO1 5 3

3.
The safe working stress in compression for deodar wood for inside location parallel to the grain is 7.8N/mm2 and that
perpendicular to the grain is 2.65N/mm2 determine the permissible bearing stress in the direction of line of action of the
load. The load is acting at 40 to the grain direction the wood is of common grade.

choice
Q-4 15Marks CO1 5 3

4. Design a simply supported deodar wood beam for the following data: Grade of timber: Common Location: inside Span: 4 m
Load U.D.I: 15kN/m. 15Marks CO1 5 3

5.

Find the efficiency of the lap joint shown with the following data: M20 bolts of grade 4.6 and Fe410 plates are used

choice
Q-6 10Marks CO2 5 3

6.

Find the maximum force which can be transferred through the double covered butt joint shown in fig. Find the efficiency of
the joint also. Given M20 bolts of grade 4.6 and Fe410 steel plates are used.

10Marks CO2 5 3

7. Design a single bolted double cover butt joint to connect boiler plates of thickness 12mm for maximum efficiency. Use M16
bolts of grade 4.6.boiler plates are of Fe 410 grade. Find the efficiency of the joint.

choice
Q-8 15Marks CO2 5 3

8. Design a single bolted double cover butt joint to connect boiler plates of thickness 10 mm for maximum efficiency. Use M20
bolts of grade 4.6.boiler plates are of Fe 410 grade. Find the efficiency of the joint 15Marks CO2 5 3

9. A rolled steel beam section HB 350 @ 0.674 kN/m is used as a stanchion. If the unsupported length of the stanchion is 4 m,
evaluate safe load carrying capacity of the section.

choice
Q-10 10Marks CO3 5 3

10. A single angle discontinuous strut ISA 150 mm x 150 mm x 12 mm (ISA 150 150,@0.272 kN/m) with single riveted
connection is 3.5 m long. Calculate safe load carrying capacity of the section. 10Marks CO3 5 3

11. Discuss the design aspects of 1)Discontinuous members 2)Continuous members choice
Q-12 15Marks CO3 5 3

12. Illustrate the lateral systems that are used in compound columns. 15Marks CO3 5 3

13. Design the step to step procedure maximum permissible bending compressive stress in beams and plate girders choice
Q-14 10Marks CO4 5 3

14. Illustrate allowable stress in bending stress in steel beams 10Marks CO4 5 3

15.
The effective length of compression flange of simply supported beam MB 500,@0.869 kN/m is 8 m. Determine the safe
uniformly distributed load per meter length which can be placed over the beam having an effective span of 8 meters. Adopt
maximum permissible stresses as per IS 800-1984. The ends of beam are restrained against rotation at the bearings

choice
Q-16 15Marks CO4 5 5

16. Design a simply supported beam to carry a uniformly distributed load of 44 kN/m. The effective span of beam is 8 meters.
The effective length of compression flange of the beam is also 8 m. The ends of beam are not free to rotate at the bearings 15Marks CO4 5 5
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